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J r where x->g x is a continuous map from some subset A of X into L^Qx).
With the additional condition that A is separable, we obtain a kernel representation of the form
where Q is a continuous function of x and x->Q(x, •) is continuous with respect to the £»(/*) norm. If it is also the case that ^|T is dense in Li(ju)> then ()(•, 0) is a limit (uniform convergence on compact subsets of A) of functions in B. These results also give integral representations like (1) and (2) for a complex function algebra, simply by considering the space B of real parts of the algebra. The details of this work will appear in [3] . We use the following notation throughout this paper: X is a compact Hausdorff space, with topology 3. B is a linear subspace of CR(X), containing the constant functions, and separating the points of X.
T is the Silov boundary of B in X. We use x, y, z etc. for points of T B , and write u(x) for x(u), where xE:T B and uÇzB.
Write x~y for x, yÇ^Ts iff there is a number a such that The parts of TB are convex subsets which can be characterized as follows: x~y iff the segment [x, ;y] extends some distance beyond x and y in T B \ i.e., if
for some r > 0. Then we also have The part metric on any part of a function space is complete. That is d is complete on any part A of X or T B , and D is complete on parts n M of T c .
Let A be a part of X with part metric d. Then 3 = 3d iff B + (A, z) is equicontinuous for some (every) z G A.
The following theorem indicates the extent to which our sufficient conditions are necessary. PROOF. The proof of [4] can be modified to get from the measureable functions g x (6) to a kernel Q(x, 0) in the separable case. The fact that Q{-, 0) GB A is also proved in [4] , with an assumption that implies £| T is dense in Li(jx).
